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FROM ZEROTO HERO
T

hese words were spoken by
Richard Bainbridge just a
few weeks after the Norfolk-
born chef entered the
exclusive group of chefs

who have been chosen to cook two
of the four courses for the banquet
meal at the culmination of the
television show, Great British Menu.

For Bainbridge, 2015 has been a
year he will never forget. First, he
made the momentous decision to
leave Michelin-starred Morston Hall,
where he was head chef and on the
verge of becoming a director, to set
up his own restaurant on a “shoe-
string”; then he decided to face his
demons by returning to the television
show where he had suffered three
devastating defeats in the past.

By Sarah Juggins

Norwich chef joins
the culinary elite

“

“ When I see all

these people booking

my restaurant three

months in advance…

well I just can’t believe

it. I find it really

overwhelming and I

just stay down in the

kitchen.
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“It was actually 20 years to the day
between me starting work as a 13-year-
old pot washer in a pub to me picking
up the keys to my own restaurant,”
says the amiable chef, who seems
genuinely and constantly amazed at his
own good fortune.

“Galton [Blackiston, owner of
Morston Hall, Blakeney] first put my
name through, and I got through the
screen test. I was just 26 that first year
and I was like ‘Hey, who wouldn’t want
to be on telly?’ Then I found myself up
against Daniel Clifford [Midsummer
House, Cambridge] and Will Holland
[formerly of La Becasse in Ludlow] and
I was like a fish out of water. I should
never have gone into the competition
that young.”

In the Great British Menu, top chefs
from all corners of the UK compete in
regional rounds for the right to cook
their dish at a themed, high profile
banquet. Three chefs cook four courses
over the week, with two of the chefs
selected to cook their entire menu for
three judges. The chef picked by the
judges then competes against chefs
from the other regions for the right to
serve a dish at the banquet. The show
is in its 10th year and only two previous
chefs – Jason Atherton and Mark Hix –
have managed to get two dishes on
the menu in one year.

That first year, Bainbridge didn’t get
through to the Friday cook-off, but that
didn’t deter him from entering the
following year. “I got to cook for the

judges on that second occasion, but I
didn’t get to the banquet,” he says.
“Then after a year away I entered for a
third time and found myself up against
Daniel and Will again. This time, I beat
Will into third place and even Daniel will
admit I pushed him really close.”

Bainbridge decided to give the
show one last go, but admits, “I just
wanted to go all the way to the
banquet, I was so focused. The invite
came at a time I was making the
decision to take the directorship at
Morston or to strike out on my own, so
either way the publicity would be a
good thing.”

Much of Bainbridge’s drive comes
from the support he gets from Katja,
his wife, and this was no different.
“When we got the brief, which was to
cook for the Women’s Institute, I sat
down with Katja and we planned the
menu. I based it on the strong women
who have influenced me, my gran, my
mum, my wife and sister and now my
little daughter, Holly.”

Of Bainbridge’s four dishes, two
were selected for the final menu, his
starter We All Stand for Jersualem, a
dish featuring Jerusalem artichoke, and
his favourite and most emotionally-
charged dish, Nana Bush’s trifle.

“Of all the dishes, Nana Bush’s was
the one that meant the most and the
one I wanted to get before the WI. It
was my way of thanking those women
in my life who had believed in me.”

In a quick peek behind the scenes
of the television show,

Bainbridge reveals that
the chefs really

are under pressure as the show is shot
in just three days. “We have an hour
and a half to prepare, cook and serve
each dish. There are no helpers, just
some people who will measure things
out for you. And we have to pay our
own way, from travel to cooking props.

“But one of the great things is
meeting the other chefs. Pip Lacey
(head chef at Murano) was someone
who came across as tough, but after
the show she came to my restaurant
and was really lovely. And after the
banquet itself I went for a meal with
Matt Gillan and Michael O’Hare and that
was so cool. We were just three chefs
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“

“ From the minute
I stepped into the
kitchen and saw the
fresh produce, heard
the noise, smelled the
smells and saw the
artistry on a plate, I
knew that was where
I wanted to be

N
anny B

ush's trifle



who had cooked a meal and
there were no egos round the
table.”

Unlike previous years,
Bainbridge was supremely
confident in his own style this
time around. “Before, I had no
idea what I was about. But I had
practised those dishes so much,
I believed in them and I knew
them inside out. I also knew the
Great British Menu kitchen very
well as I had been there so many
times before…”

With a rueful smile he says: “I
have gone from being the most
unsuccessful chef on the show
to being a member of an
exclusive club with Atherton and
Hix. I’ll take that.”

The television show is done
and dusted, and Bainbridge is
firmly focused on his new
restaurant, Benedict’s in Norwich.
But, he says, the show has
definitely made a huge impact.
“Even in the weeks running up to
the show we didn’t need to
spend any money on advertising.
I used social media, but people
were talking about the restaurant
and that word of mouth network
is just great.”

Now bookings for the
restaurant are through the roof,
with every Friday and Saturday
fully booked until 2016. But for a
man who has enjoyed such
great and public success,
Bainbridge still constantly
questions himself.

To understand why, you need
to trawl back through his
formative years. 

“I was dyslexic but we didn’t
realise that until I was older. I
just thought I was thick. Then I
got a job washing pots at The
Bull in Hellesdon and that was
it;   I suddenly found myself in a
world that I understood. From
the minute I stepped into the kitchen
and saw the fresh produce, heard the
noise, smelled the smells and saw the
artistry on a plate, I knew that was
where I wanted to be.”

Bainbridge worked at The Bull
throughout his schooling and he left
Hellesdon with a ‘C’ and two ‘D’s. “That
was what I needed to get into catering
college, so I was really pleased.”

At college, Bainbridge shone in the
kitchen but found the theory tough, so
much so that at the end of his first
year his tutor asked him if he should
consider leaving. But then life took an
unexpected turn.

“I met Galton Blackiston while he
was doing a cookery demonstration at
the Norfolk Show. I was helping and he
must have seen a spark because he
asked me to work for him that

summer. That was the most mind-
blowing experience. I moved to
Morston and lived in staff quarters. I
was working with all this great
produce, picking samphire on the
coast every afternoon.   My entire
world changed. At that time I didn’t
know what Michelin was.  I didn’t really
appreciate how good Galton was.”

Bainbridge went back to college,
but soon changed to a part-time
course, figuring that working shoulder
to shoulder with a Michelin-starred
chef was the best training available.

The next few years were spent
gaining experience. Through the
college, he spent a few months in
America, working in a 500-bed hotel in
Massachusetts, serving people on a
massive scale. Then in a learning curve

of unprecedented scale, he landed a
job at The Waterside Inn in Bray, the
flagship restaurant of the famous Roux
brothers.

The restaurant employed 25 chefs
from across Europe. For the lad from
Norwich, this introduction to classical
French cooking, complete with tall
white chef’s hats was like something
from another planet.

“I’ve realised that The Waterside Inn
was the equivalent of me going to
university. It was uncomfortable – I was
a dyslexic boy from Norwich doing
service in French – but it was the
foundation of all that I do now. We
might use water baths and other
gadgets, experiment with chemicals,
but it all comes back to the French
way.”
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When Bainbridge left the Roux
brothers to return again to his spiritual
home in Morston, he was the
youngest sous chef to have been
employed at the restaurant. And he
cites a moment when Michel Roux
came into Morston Hall and greeted
him warmly as a friend as one of the
“top three moments in my life”.

If the Waterside Inn was the
degree course, then a further six years
as head chef at Morston Hall were
Bainbridge’s finishing school.
Blackiston and his family treated the
young chef as one of their own, and
he was free to develop his own menus
and style. “We didn’t always see eye
to eye, and I definitely made some
dishes that didn’t work, but I was
allowed to do my own thing,” says
Bainbridge. “But,” he adds, “I also
knew that this wasn’t quite the final
move.”

At this point Bainbridge reveals
just how much Katja, whom he had
met and married in a whirlwind
romance, had become his muse. “I
came home from work bitching about
things as you do and she said to mem
“So are you going to be a do-er and
do something about it, or are you
going to shut up?” 

Just a few days later and the
Bainbridge family were viewing the
building that was to become
Benedict’s.

“I loved working at Morston, and
me leaving was hard for Galton and
his family as they had hopes and
dreams too, and I was part of that, but
I had to have a go at doing this for me
and my family. I felt I could be a bit
more avant-garde in Norwich. My style
could come through more in a city.”

Benedict’s has really been financed
on a shoestring. Katja and Richard’s
mothers have both lent money and, in
a touching demonstration of chef
solidarity, Daniel Clifford donated
plates, cutlery and equipment, while
Tom Kerridge [The Hand and Flower]
has been a constant source of advice. 

The vision is for a neighbourhood
restaurant that people will keep
returning to. And Bainbridge’s
enthusiasm goes into overdrive as he
explains: “The walls of fine dining have
been broken down. Nothing defines
fine dining anymore. You don’t need
posh cutlery and white linen
tablecloths. So long as the food and
the environment are  great, that is
what matters. Our plan was to create
a restaurant we would like to go to.

“You don’t have to feel starchy;
you can lick the bowl if you want to.
Our job is merely to fill in the blanks:
great wine, great food and hospitality.
I don’t want people to come in feeling
they are being educated.”

He grins: “Its not too bad for a
dyslexic kid from Hellesdon.”

Benedicts
9 St Benedicts Street, Norwich, NR2 4PE
01603 926 080
www.restaurantbenedicts.com

We all stand for Jerusa-lamb


